Election Period

The election period is twice a year and starts right after each Club Fairs.

All members of an IE club who are currently studying at IE or are partners of IE students, are
allowed to apply to become a Coordinator in order to occupy vacant positions in the Board of
the club in question.

The maximum number of clubs in which a current IE student/partner can be a coordinator is
two.

Club Coordinator Rules

1. The clubs are allowed to have a maximum of eight coordinators.

2. Four members of the current board can stay for the next term of office. Please
remember that you always have to leave at least 4 positions available for new
students, undergrads and grads to apply for.

3. If the current board has four coordinators and receives less than four
nominations, the students applying are automatically accepted.

4. If the current board has four coordinators and receives more than four
nominations, the club must hold elections to decide who will join the board.

5. Each Club Coordinator Board should have representation from a minimum of
two
different
IE
programs,
both
undergrad
and
graduate.

Elections Rules

1. In case the elections are necessary, the clubs are required to conduct them in a
free, transparent, and fair manner. Selecting the most appropriate system for the
election is the sole responsibility of the current club coordinators, always given
that the system is participatory and democratic.
2. The coordinators´ role of the board can be freely decided and should be
communicated to Campus Life.
3. The names of all the coordinators elected must be officially communicated to
Campus Life for formal approval and integration on all official club platforms.
4. Dismissal of the Board: IE Campus Life has the authority to dismiss a
coordinator or the entire board should the IE Ethics Code, Campus Life
Guidebook principles, values or norms are violated.

Info Session and Workshops
Once Club Coordinators are elected there will be info sessions and workshops to help
integrate and give resources to the new boards to ensure proper transition and club and event
management. The dates, times, and content of these sessions will be communicated that same
month.

The Student Leadership Team´s Leadership Development Program
The Leadership Development Program (LDP) is a semiannual two-day event held on the
Segovia campus for the top 15 IE clubs. Check the Leaderboard to see where the clubs stand.

